Phil Young Consulting
New York

BEACON
Business Simulation
An interactive, computer-based business
simulation designed to teach business
acumen, strategy and the importance of
teamwork in an action-learning environment.

www.philipkyoung.com

The Situation

Gone are the “good old days.” Revenue growth
has slowed and profit margins are fading. Prior
management tried to reignite the company’s growth
by starting a service business. This helped, but your
portfolio of products still needs to be rejuvenated. A
new product, “Beta,” is currently in the development
stage. Perhaps this will be just what the company
needs. Your only consolation is that your competitors
are in a similar situation. The playing field is muddy,
but even.
As you assess your portfolio of products, you can’t
stop thinking: “Beta...will this be our wish come true
or only wishful thinking?”

is a great way to help us see the big picture
“ Beacon
of our own business and our business challenges.
”
~Research staff member of a global technology company.
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Alpha

A low-margin, commoditytype product with a
zero-growth projection

Chi

A high margin, featurerich product with a
slow- growth projection

“Classic Beacon”

Teams decide on overall corporate and product strategies
for FOUR products: three manufactured products called
ALPHA, BETA, AND CHI, and one service product called
SIGMA. They then make specific decisions about: price,
production level, production capacity, marketing,
development, borrowing and loan repayment.
A Beacon simulation session accommodates two to five
teams teams, four to ten members per team. (For larger
groups, several sessions can be run simultaneously.)
Teams engage in a sequence of 5-6 decisions, each lasting
between 60-75 minutes. Teams submit their decisions to
a facilitator, who inputs the data into a laptop. Printed
results are returned to teams and serve as the basis for the
next decision.

Sigma

A low-margin service
business with a moderate
growth projection

Beta

A potentially high
margin business with a
projection of high growth.

“Online Beacon”
This is our online version of Classic Beacon. It can be run either in
a classroom or in a virtual setting. Each team submits its decision
to the Beacon server. The simulation facilitator (either the course
instructor or an administrator) processes each decision and the
output is immediately available on the devices used by participants
(e.g. laptops, tablets or smart phones).
This online version provides much greater flexibility in the delivery
of the simulation. The simulation can be offered in courses that
are as short as a half-day as well as those that run for the entire
week. The team size can be as small as two persons and as large
as 10 persons. (However the recommended size is between 3-5.)
Virtual programs can involve participants and teams located
anywhere in the world. Global companies may find it useful to
organize teams based on country or region.

Various financial metrics are used to determine the
winning team.

“Global Beacon”

“Personal Beacon”

A variation of Classic Beacon in which participants consider

This is an abridged version of Classic Beacon. One or more players

“make vs. buy” decisions in meeting the demand for Alpha and

comprise a team that competes against two computer-generated

“insourcing vs. outsourcing” decisions regarding the consultants

teams. The decision variables are the same as those used in

required to fulfill Sigma service contracts.

Classic Beacon. However, each team produces and sells only one
product: ALPHA. Personal Beacon is also offered as a supplement
to a separate self-directed course called “Business Acumen: Your
Key to Success.” More information about this course and Personal
Beacon can be found by going to www.learningbursts.com.
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Simulation Teaches and Strengthens
Understanding and Skills
Finance and Accounting
Evaluate balance sheet, income statement, and cash flow statement…
use financial ratios to assess business performance…cost-volume-profit
analysis…develop and monitor annual and multi-year budgets

Strategic Planning and Implementation
Determine strategic focus…allocate resources among four products…
monitor strategy with financial metrics

Operational Excellence
Manage expense to revenue ratios for each product…reduce unit cost
through development and capacity management…balance inventory
levels with forecasted demand…manage contractual head count

Marketing and Development
Use marketing and development in a strategic as well as tactical
manner…Balance these expenses with forecasted revenues

Innovation and Risk
Make a business case for a new product launch… deal with the
uncertainties of a product in the introductory stage of the product
life cycle (will the product “cross the chasm?”)

Leadership and Team-Building
Determine roles and responsibilities of team members…utilize
backgrounds and skills of a diverse group of team members…
mediate potential conflicts among product managers

“

Made me dig deep to learn the technical knowledge in
the business and make fun decisions that show on the
bottom line. Amazing experience. Will look at the
product manager with more respect.
~ Supply Chain Manager at a Manufacturing Company
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Sample Beacon Program*
Business Acumen for Middle Managers in a Leading Telecom Company
TIME

DAY 1

TIME

DAY 2

TIME

DAY 3

8:30

Introduction to the Program

8:30

Financial Review

8:30

Team Decision #5

Fundamentals of Finance

(continued)

9:30

Finance and Strategy:

Lecture/Discussion

Ratio Analysis

Key Linkages
Lecture/Discussion

10:00

Break

10:00

Break

10:20

Fundamentals of Finance (cont.)

10:30

Team Decision #3

Lecture/Discussion

10:45

Break

11:00

Team Decision #6

Debriefing/Summary
12:00

Lunch

12:00

Lunch

12:00

Lunch

1:00

Business Simulation

1:00

Cash Flow Analyis

1:00

Lecture/Discussion

Applications to the
Telecom Industry

Introduction
Team Decision #1

3:45

Break

Lecture/Discussion

3:15

Break

4:00

Team Decision #4

Summary/Wrap-up

3:30

Finance Review

5:00

4:00

Team Decision #2

3:00

End of Program

5:00
*Beacon can
programs
between
2 to 5 days.
This isaan
exampleand
of afive
typical
three
day
*Beacon
canbe
beused
usedinin
programs
of durations
between
half-day
days.
This
is program.
an example of a typical three-day program.
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Beacon Around the World

Companies that Have Used
the Beacon Simulation
IBM
Microsoft
Google
BoozConsulting
AT&T
ABB
Ingersoll-Rand
Sonoco
Dow Chemical
ITT
Xylem
NDB Bank
Harland Clark
(Also used in several MBA programs.)
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Corporate Education programs using Beacon have already been presented
in the following countries: US, Canada, UK, France, Germany, Switzerland,
Spain, Netherlands, Portugal, Czech Republic, Russia, Sweden, South Africa,
Egypt, Turkey, Nigeria, Israel, Mexico, Colombia, Panama, Chile, Argentina,
Brazil, China, Japan, Singapore, Malaysia, Sri Lanka and India.

use of the simulation
“ The
put the ideas in the lectures

in a context that shows
why the ideas matter. Great
way to help me understand
my customers’ business
challenges—very valuable.

”

~ Strategic Account Manager at a Global Technology Company
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Highly effective tool for reinforcing
“ Excellent.
course material. Would not be the same
learning experience without it.
”
~ Marketing Manager at a Global, Consumer Goods Company

Contact Us

The Beacon Simulation is used in conjunction with instructional and
facilitation services provided by Philip Young. It is available for use by
other parties under a licensing agreement. For details, please contact:
Philip Young, Ph.D.
philyoung582@gmail.com
www.philipkyoung.com
(914)238-4895

About Phil Young, Ph.D.
Phil Young has over 30 years of experience designing, managing and
implementing corporate education programs for numerous global
clients in a variety of industries throughout the world. During much
of his career, he was a professor of economics and finance in an MBA
program as well as a corporate education consultant. Currently, he
works almost exclusively in corporate education programs. He is also
on the faculty of Duke Corporate Education. Duke CE is consistently
rated the #1 provider of customized corporate education programs
by the Financial Times.
He is also co-founder and head of Learning Burst Academy a
company that creates and distributes self-directed courses in
business acumen. He is the co-author of a leading MBA textbook:
Managerial Economics: Economic Tools for Today’s Decision
Makers, Pearson Prentice-Hall, 6th Edition, 2009 and 7th Edition,
forthcoming in 2013. He received a Masters in International Affairs
from Columbia University and a Ph.D. in Economics from New York
University. More can be found about Phil on www.philipkyoung.com
and www.learningbursts.com
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